Helping You Manage The New Normal

In today’s world, organizations need to be ready to quickly shift course to respond to emergency situations, adopting new business approaches or refining the way their resources get work done.

When it comes to operating in the new normal, Pivot’s proven Emergency Response Solutions can help you maintain the highest levels of performance and productivity, optimizing customer satisfaction and driving business growth.

Whether you have established solutions and tools to support a shift to a remote workforce, or are actively working to define your future state, Pivot’s Dispatch-on-Demand Services can help.
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Pivot offers expert, proven solutions across the IT landscape, leveraging a differentiated partner network, ensuring clients benefit from leading-edge technology. Our specialized suite of Emergency Response Solutions can be implemented quickly and with zero friction to your workforce or existing support model.

Contact us today to get started.

www.pivotts.com
866.477.6797
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Challenges

- Increased Response Times
- Limited Resources
- Rising Payroll & Costs

Our Solution

Pivot Dispatch-on-Demand services ensure your IT projects stay on track. From Deployment to Smart Hands to Break Fix and more, we supply the skilled resources and support services to keep your business running.

Reduced Travel Expenses by Utilizing Local Resources

24/7 Support & Availability

Centralized User Interface to Request & Track Projects

Pay-As-You-Go with No Commitment

Dedicated Project Coordinator

Deployment

- Printer & Workstation Install & Repair
- On-site & Remote Support
- Office Moves
- Windows 10 Upgrades & Refresh

Low Voltage & Fiber

- Demarcation Extensions
- Cabling Install & Repair
- Splicing
- Site Surveys

Network

- Network Rack & Device Install
- Router Security System
- Troubleshooting
- Circuit Cut-overs

Smart Hands

- Asset Disposal & Reclaim
- Inventory Work
- Phone Mapping & Call Flows
- Equipment Install

1400+ Available Resources Nationwide